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ON THE HIGH-ORDER COEFFICIENTS IN THE UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC 
EXPANSION FOR THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION 

T. M. Dunster, R. B. Paris, and S. Gang 

ABSTRACT. We examine the asymptotic nature as k —* oo of the coefficients c*. (77) 
appearing in the uniform asymptotic expansion of the incomplete gamma function 
r(a, z) where 77 is a variable that depends on the ratio z/a. It is shown that this 
expansion diverges like the familiar "factorial divided by a power" dependence 
multiplied by a function fkiv)- For values of 77 near the real axis, fkiv) is a 

slowly varying function, but in the left half-plane, there are two lobes situated 
symmetrically about the negative real rj axis in which fkiv) becomes large. The 
asymptotic expansion of fkif]) as k —* 00 is found to reveal a resurgence-type 
structure in which the high-order coefficients are related to the low-order coeffi- 
cients.  Numerical examples are given to illustrate the growth of the coefficients 

1. Introduction 

The incomplete gamma function r(a, z) occupies a central position in the mathe- 
matical literature as one of the most fundamental and important special functions of 
analysis. This position recently has been reinforced in the development of the new 
theory of exponentially-improved asymptotic expansions and the associated new in- 
terpretation of the Stokes phenomenon where r(a, z) is used as an approximant [9]. 
The incomplete gamma function also has been shown to have an intimate connection 
with the Riemann zeta function C(s) and to play an important role in new asymptotic 
methods for its accurate computation on the critical line [10; 11]. The motivation for 
the present study arose from this last application in the examination of the growth of 
the high-order coefficients in an asymptotic formula for £(| H- it) as t —> 00 [11]. 

The asymptotic expansion of the normalized incomplete gamma function <2(a, z) = 
r(a, z)/T(a) as a —> 00 is given by Temme [13; 14, §11.2] as 

where 

and 

Q{a,z) ~ -erfc f r)^\a\ + --==- ^ck{ri)a-k (1.1) 

77= {2(/x-ln(l +AI))}*, (1.2) 

^ = A - 1,        A = z/a. (1.3) 
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The branches on the right-hand side of (1.2) are chosen so that ^(/i) is analytic in the 
vicinity of fi = 0 (z = a), with 7) ~ fj, as /J, —> 0. The coefficients Ck(rj) are defined 
recursively by 

and possess the general structure [13, Eq. (3.3)] 

in which Qk(fi>) is some polynomial in /J, of degree 2fc; from (1.4), the first two poly- 
nomials are QO(AO = 1 and Qi(/x) = 1 + ^ + /x2/12. The coefficients 7^ are those 
appearing in Stirling's formula: 

00 

T(z) - (27r)izz-ie-z ^(-^z-*,        (z -, 00,     | arg(z)| < TT); (1.6) 
k=0 

the first few Stirling coefficients are 70 = 1, 71 = -1/12, 72 = 1/288, 73 = 139/51840, 
and 74 = -571/2488320. 

The expansion (1.1) holds uniformly in \z\ G [0,00) for z/a lying in some unbounded 
domain H(a), say, whose boundaries depend on arg(a). For the case arg(a) = 0, the 
domain is described in §3 of [6] and is slightly larger than the sheet | arg(2/a)| < |7r. 
For other values of a, such that |arg(a)| < ^TT, the expansion certainly holds for 
|arg(z/a)| < TT, with extensions to other values of arg(^/a) possible via the well- 
known analytic continuation formula (6.1) given below. We remark that the domain 
H(a) is not quite as large as claimed in [13]. For the case | arg(—a)| < ^TT, one would 
express r(a, z) in terms of the generalized exponential integral [8, Chap. 2, Ex. 5.1], 
and an asymptotic expansion, uniformly valid for \z\ G [0,00) with |arg(^/a)| < TT, 

would then be obtainable from [7]. 
We shall focus attention on the growth of the coefficients Ck (77) as k becomes large. 

We remark that an expansion for Cfc(0) as k —> 00 effectively has been considered in [5, 
p. 162]; see §6. It will be shown that although the growth of the terms in the expansion 
(1.1) is dominated by the familiar "factorial divided by a power" dependence, the 
coefficients also contain a multiplier function /fe(ry). In the present study, the behavior 
of this multiplier function is examined in detail, and in particular, we obtain a full 
asymptotic expansion for /^(r/), involving the complementary error function, that 
is valid in a larger region of the 77 plane than for which the original series (1.1) is 
valid. Considered as a function of the complex variable 77, it is found that fkivj) is 
slowly varying in Re(77) > 0, but that in Re(77) < 0, there are two symmetrical lobes, 
with vertices at the origin and centered on the branch points 77 = 2y/7rexp(d=|7ri), 
in which ^(77) becomes large. In a recent study of the coefficients appearing in the 
asymptotics of integrals which are dominated by coalescing distant saddle points, 
Berry and Howls [2] also observed a "decorated factorial series" behavior. 

We present two different methods of determining the growth of the high-order coeffi- 
cients Cfc(77). The first, given in §2, uses a treatment based on an integral representation 
for 0^(77) followed by contour deformation and use of the saddle point method. This 
approach, which is described in §§3, 4 enables us to construct an asymptotic expansion 
for Ck{r}) as k —► 00. In §5 (and the appendices), we show how to obtain an estimate 
for the behavior of 0^(77) as k -* 00 from their Maclaurin series expansion. Finally, in 
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§6, we give numerical examples to compare the predictions of the asymptotic theory 
with numerically computed values of the high-order coefficients. 

2. An integral representation for Ck(rj) 

We shall employ the representation (1.5) for ^(77). To overcome the difficulty of there 
being no simple representation for Qkiv), we proceed as follows. First, we write (for 
convenience) 

where 

&(/*) = ^)^(M)- (2-2) 

The right-hand side of (2.1) does not have a singularity at /x = 0 (77 = 0) since Ck(rj) 
is analytic at this point. Therefore, by Cauchy's integral formula, we can express the 
coefficients Cfc(ry) in the form 

, N      (-2)fer(^) /     1     (Qk(w)       11, 

where 

f7={2(ti;~ln(l + ti;))}i, (2.4) 

and the path of integration C is (initially) a simple closed curve lying in the slit plane 
I arg(w +1)| < TT, which encloses w = jji] we temporarily assume that | arg(/i +1)| < TT. 

For our purposes, we further require that C enclose w = 0 (which is not a singularity 
of the integrand). We then expand the integrand to split the integral in (2.3) into two 
integrals: for the first of these (involving the polynomial Q/c(/^)), the integrand has 
two singularities, at w = 0 and w = /i, and since both lie inside C, we are permitted 
to expand the integration path to infinity, noting that the integrand is 0(w~2) as 
w —► 00. We conclude that the first integral is identically zero, and we are therefore 
left with the representation 

"■^'--^fwi^^w (2-5) 

Note that the integrand in this formula now has an additional singularity at 7) = 0 
(u? = 0). 

The next step is to make an appropriate deformation of C. To do so, we make the 
simple change of variable w —> t — 1 to yield 

cfe(7?) = i^p/fe(A) (2.6) 

where 

In (2.7), C is a loop in the t plane enclosing the poles t = 1 and t = A (where we 
continue to assume that |arg(A)| < TT). Recall that the term (t — 1 — In^))-* is 
real and positive for arg(t) = 0 and t > 1 and is defined by continuity elsewhere for 
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FIGURE 1. The contour of integration in the t plane:   (a) —TT < 
arg(t) < TT and (b) -27r < arg(t) < -TT and TT < arg(t) < 27r. 

—27r < arg(t) < 27r (except, of course, at t = 1). Note that the integrand is 0(t_fc""2) 
as t —► oo and, apart from the branch point at t = 0 and poles at t = 1 and £ = A, has 
no other singularities1 in the sheet —27r < arg(t) < 27r. 

We now first deform C into a loop 7* surrounding the branch point t — 0 along the 
rays arg(t) = ±7r (see Figure la). Then we allow the component along arg(t) = TT to 
pass into the half-plane TT < arg(t) < 27r and, likewise, the component along arg(t) = 
—TT to pass into the half-plane —27r < arg(t) < —TT. AS a result, we have deformed 
the path into one which envelops the branch point at t = 0, with one component of 
V (which we call V~) extending from t = oo to t — 0 with TT < arg(£) < 27r and the 
other, P4", from t = 0 to t = oo with —27r < arg(£) < —TT (see Figure lb). Since the 
branch point at t = 0 is integrable, the loop around the origin yields no contribution. 
The integral (2.7) then can be expressed in the form 

7fc(A) = Jfc
+(A) + /fe-(A) (2.8) 

1The integrand in (2.7), however, does have singularities outside this sheet, for example, at t = 
/oe27ri and t = pe~27ri where p is the complex number in the first quadrant satisfying p — 1 — In p = 2Tri 
(to one significant figure, p = 3.1 + 7.52). Since we shall not deform the contour outside the range 
—27r < arg(t) < 27r, we shall not be concerned about these other singularities. 
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where /^(A) is given by the right-hand side of (2.7) but with the path of integration 
being the path from t = 0 to t = oo with -27r < arg(t) < —TT, and Ij^ (A) is similarly 
defined with the integration path running from t = oo to t = 0 with TT < arg(t) < 27r. 

Consider the integral /^"(A). If we make the change of variable t = re2™, we obtain 

w - TSF L {'+i(T"'" 1"(r))}"" ^x       (2 9) 

where "P", the r map of V~, extends from r = oo to r = 0 in the right half of 
the principal r plane, with the pole at r = A lying above V~. Our task is now to 
investigate the asymptotic behavior of /^(A) as k —> oo; the treatment of /^"(A) is 
similar. Accordingly, we recast (2.9) into the standard form for obtaining a steepest 
descents approximation by making the further change of variable 

u = {ln[l + t(r - 1 - ln(r))/(27r)]}2, 

where u is analytic at r = 1, and the branch is chosen so that u ~ e*™^ — l)/(2v/7r) 
as r —> 1. As a result, we obtain 

TO - ^l -P [-»2] ^(«^)^ P-1") 
where we define the quantities u^ by 

tt* = {ln I1 T i(A"1" ^ F = I111 ('T S}2      ^'^ 
and 

*-<«•»=<^f)£. <-) 
The u path C~ corresponds to the r path V    with the direction reversed, so that 
—oo < Reu < oo as u runs along £~. 

Since p~(w, A) is an analytic function of u at i^, the integral (2.10) is characterized 
by having a pole at u = % and, for large k, a saddle point at u = 0. It is readily 
verified that <7-(?/, A) —> 1 as ^ —► ^, and as such we write 

g-(u,\) = l + (ti-uJ)G""(fi,A) (2.13) 

where G"(^, A) is given by 

and is analytic and non-vanishing at u = u^. On substituting (2.13) into (2.10), we 
arrive at 

Jfc"(A) = (2^ Jlc- eXP [~KU2] l^T^ + G-(U'A)/ du- (2-15) 

For the integral involving the first term in curly brackets, we use the formula 

dt L exp(-u;r) = ±7rie ^ exic(^iaJu>) 
t — a 
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where the upper signs are taken when the complex number a lies above the contour 
£~~, and the lower signs are taken otherwise. It then follows that 

7fc~(A) = ~(2^ exP[-KK )2]erfc {-iy/nul) + J^{\)} (2.16) 

where 

By a similar treatment, we find that 

J-(A) = -- I   exp [-KU
2
] G-(u, A) du. (2.17) 

/fc
+(A) = 4-(A) (2.18) 

where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. Consequently, we deduce from (2.6), 
(2.8), (2.16), and (2.18) that 

Cfc(7?) = (d^F1 ^{ri)+^ ^1' (2-19) 

where, at this point, we have found it convenient to separate out the fast fc-dependence 
of Ck{rj) by introducing the scaled multipliers /^(ry). Recalling from (1.2) and (1.3) 
that A = A (77), we find 

fkW = ^™{ (l =F ^)   K erfc (±WKU±) + J^A)}, (2.20) 

in which u^ and ^(A) are given by (2.11) and (2.17), and 

4W = J^)- (2-21) 

Prom this last result it therefore follows that f^iv) = fk C7?)- 
Since the integrand of (2.17) is free of singularity at u = ^, we can deform the 

integration path C~ to the one corresponding to arg(r) = 0 with 0 < r < oo. By 
analytic continuation, our restriction | arg(A) | < TT now can be relaxed to | arg(A) | < 
27r — 8 where 5 is an arbitrary small positive constant. This is because G~(u, A), as 
defined by (2.14), is an analytic function of A in | arg(A)| < 27r — S for each fixed r (and 
corresponding u) with arg(r) = 0. However, if | arg(A)| = 27r, G~(u, A) is singular at 
the point u = u7x> on the integration path (which corresponds to r = |A|). To see this, 

we observe that u7x> ^ ux (see (2.11)), and hence the first term on the right-hand 

side of (2.14) is no longer a pole2 at u = itj^., whereas the second term remains a pole 

at r = |A| since the factor (r — A)-1 is clearly single-valued. Extension beyond the 
range | arg(A)| < 27r — 5 may be possible for certain values of |A| via a suitable further 
deformation of integration path, but we do not investigate such an extension since the 
stated region of validity is larger than that of the original asymptotic expansion (1.1). 

So far our analysis has been exact. We now focus on the asymptotics of J^"(A) as 
k —► oo. Prom the definition of u, it is straightforward to show that Re u2 > 0 on the 
new path described above, except at the saddle u = 0 (which lies on the path), and 
hence the method of steepest descents can be applied.  By taking the leading term 

2Recall that when arg(A) = 0, the poles in (2.14) cancel at u = ux to yield analyticity. 
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in the standard saddle point asymptotics of the integrals J^T (A) (see, for example, 
[8, Chap. 4, §7]), and referring to (2.21), we arrive at 

fk(v) = \e^iKll(lTi^))  Kerfc(±V^)±^4Gu)} (2.22) 

as k —> oo where (for fi^O) 

The expressions in (2.22) hold in the limit as /i —> 0 (77 -^ 0), and one finds in this 
case that 

4(0) = ^VK (2.24) 

3. Asymptotic expansion 

We now obtain an asymptotic expansion for the coefficients Ck(rj) as k —> 00, which 
entails deriving higher terms in the saddle point expansions for J^A). Erom the 
relation (2.21), it suffices to consider only one of these integrals, namely J^(A), which 
is given by 

J+(A) = - f   exp [-KU
2
] G+(u, A) du (3.1) 

where now u = {ln[l — i(T — 1 — ln(T))/(27r)]}2, 

u^ is given by (2.11), and the path of integration £+ corresponds to r lying on the 
positive real axis (with arg(r) = 0). Prom an application of the general saddle point 
method, with higher order terms, we immediately find an expansion of the form 

7+m      * V" r(m+^)a+(/i) 

m=0 ^       2 

where the coefficients a^/j,) are formally generated from the coefficients appearing 
in the Maclaurin expansion (as a function of u) of G+(u, A). Unfortunately, the 
technique for generating these coefficients directly from the saddle point theory is 
rather complicated and yields no insight into their general form. The purpose of this 
section is to address this shortcoming. 

First, it is straightforward to verify by induction that each coefficient a^(/z), m = 
0,1,2,... has the following general structure 

aM = {utr-1 -{^ + ^ + - + ^r} (3-4) 
where Ay ' are (complex) coefficients which are independent of //. We do not at- 
tempt to calculate these numbers directly, but rather re-expand the (2m + l)-degree 
polynomial in /z-1 on the right-hand side of (3.4) (in curly brackets) in terms of the 
polynomials Qk(lJ) (which are defined by (2.2)). The technique is to observe that 
since a+ (/x) is analytic at /i = 0, the singularities at this point of (^J)~2m-1 and the 
polynomial in /x-1 on the right-hand side of (3.4) must cancel. 
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With the above observations in mind, we expand (^J)-2™"1 as follows. First, by 
differentiation with respect to x, it is verifiable that near x = 0 

,171+* 

1 ina+a:);     y** j=0 

where3 

jjm) = (_);+!    -     + 1 g(_)fc+lii^M^, ij > 2)) (3.5) 

2 

with CT = m + |. Therefore, for small \r)\ (or, equivalently, small |^|), it follows that 

(O"2"1-1 = {in(i - ^)}      = (M-^-M^ + ^ro)(M2 + *4ro)(M4 + • • •} 
(3-6) 

where h = e~^7ri/(2^/7r). Next, since ^(77) is analytic at rj = 0 (/i = 0) for k = 
0,1,2,..., we deduce from (2.1) that 

^ = Mo+0(1), (;,7) 

as fi —> 0 (ry —> 0). On substituting (3.7) into the series for (u^)~2m''1 given by (3.6), 
we then find that 

K)-2"1"1 = E ft (gjW + 0(1). (3.8) 

Analogously, from (3.4), we can assert that as fj, —► 0 

K)-2"1-1 = {^f + ^+-+dJr}+od),        (3.9) 
since a+(//) is also analytic at fi = 0. On comparing (3.8) with (3.9), it then must 
follow that 

I ^2m+l    ,   ^2m     , ,   Al        I  _ V^ iXm)      Wj W ^^ x 
I M2m+1  +  ^m   I" ' ' * ^     ^     J       Z^ 0m-j (/lM)2j+l        "W' 

However, the 0(1) term on the right-hand side of this equation must actually be 
identically zero, since the left-hand side is a polynomial in /x-1 which does not contain 
a constant term; recall that QjifJ*) is a polynomial in /J, of order 2j. We therefore have 
proved that 

Am) Am) Am) m fi-dA 

^m+l  +   M2m   "^ ' * " "*"     ^      - 2L^ 0m-j (/l/x)2J+l' \0-lv) 

3The coefficients 6<m) can be expressed alternatively in the form 6^m) = (1/j!) "£r=o BrCT) (0)5Jr) 

where B^^ (a;) is the generalized Bernoulli polynomial and Sj is the Stirling number of the first 
kind. 
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The final step is to substitute (3.10) into (3.4), and then in this expression for 
a+ (/z) to use (2.1) to write 

As a result, we arrive at our desired representation 

•too - «)—■ -^-gcwtf, {^ + Miw^y} ■ 
The analysis of J^(A) is similar (cf. (2.21)) and leads to the coefficients a^(/i), which 
we rewrite in the form 

m Am) 

where 

*<,)=«)■*- - (^g)"""' f r (Tg)1 ■    (3.12) 

We note that the quantities A^rj) correspond to the removal of the first m 4-1 terms 
from the series expansion (valid in \r)\ < 2^) of (w^)""2771-1 in (3.6), and consequently 
that .4^(0) = 0. 

We now have our main result: 

Theorem 3.1.  With the notation of §§1,2 and the present section 

Cfc(^) = F^^{/fc+w+/fc~(r?)} (3-13) 

where f^iv) have ^ie asymptotic expansions as k —► oo 

^ ^ ' m=0 ^ 

m^ft «: = k + | and coefficients given by 

m ^(m) 

T/ie quantities uf and A^rj) are given in (2.11) and (3.12), respectively, and the 
coefficients bj are defined by the recursion (3.5). The expansion (3.14) is valid for 
all rj values corresponding to \ arg(A)| < 27r — 5 where 8 is an arbitrary small positive 
constant. 
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4. Discussion of the asymptotic behavior 

We examine the behavior of Ck(r]) from the relation (3.13) and the asymptotic result 
(3.14). We shall show the existence of two lobes, in the second and third quadrants 
of the 77 plane, in which Ck(r)) is exponentially large, as k —> oo, relative to its values 
elsewhere in the complex rj plane. 

First, it is well known that (in the Poincare sense) as z —> oo, 

W     \2 + e-*/Wnz)       (| arg(-z)| <!*-*) ' 

where 5 > 0. Suppose first that | arg (±iuf) | < |TT - 6. Then, from (2.23) and (3.15) 
the coefficients a^/x) and af (/J,) are given by 

so that, from (4.1), (3.14), and the definition (2.11), it follows that 

* <') = -iw^- ('+1 * %QM+0(K »)        (4-2) 

for fixed ii ^ 0. We then obtain from (3.13) 

c^ = R§^{ - ^l1+h)sin (rfc)+^F 
Qi(M) cos (r*)+0(,e"l)} 

(4.3) 

as k —> oo. 
On the other hand, if | arg(=Fmf )| < ^TT - 5 and A; —> oo, then, from (4.1), 

72N-«     e^i^V.       3 \        27r 
o      3 if w - ^-{(> ^r+^o ^)+^"-«.M - °<--')}- 

(4.4) 

Now since (1 =f irj1
/{A'K))~

K
 = exp{-^(^)2}, it is seen that the terms f^iv) are 

exponentially large as k —> oo in the sectors | axg(=piuf)\ < J-K — 5, respectively. Thus, 
when | arg(—iu^)\ < ^TT — 5, the term /^"(ry) is dominant and 

and when | arg(m^)| < ^n — 6, the term fk (ry) is dominant, leading to 

The regions | arg(=Fm^:)| < ^TT correspond to 77 lying in certain domains L1*2, say, in 
the second and third quadrants, respectively. These two lobes (including their maps in 
the A plane), in which ^(77) is exponentially large as k —> 00, are indicated in Figure 2. 
It can be shown that L^1 correspond to one leaf of the lemniscates |7/|2±87rsin(20) = 0 
where 0 = sirg(rj). 
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-\/27r + V^TT* 

Re 77 

-V^TT - \/27ri 

(a) 

—O-^ReA 0.02 0 

arg(A) = 0 

4 1.5 
arg(A) = 27r 

(b) (c) 

FIGURE 2. (a) The lobes of dominance L± in the rj plane and (b), 
(c) the map of L+ in the A plane. The boundaries in (b) and (c) 
correspond to the boundaries of L+ which emanate from 77 = 0 and 
reach the upper and lower sides of the cut, respectively. Even under 
the magnification in (c), it is not possible to discern that A = 0, 
together with some small neighborhood, is excluded from the map of 
L+. The map of L~ is given by the conjugate domain. The branch 
cuts in the rj plane correspond to the cuts on argA = ±27r. 

We note that the presence of singularities in (4.5) and (4.6) (in the second and 
third quadrants) at 77 = 2x/7re±47™ (corresponding to A = e±27ri) is explained by the 
non-analyticity of Ck(rj) at those points. 
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5. Maclaurin series expansion 

In this section, we show how the large k behavior of the coefficients Ck(ri) can be 
obtained alternatively from their Maclaurin series expansion. The series expansion of 
the coefficients ^(77) defined in (1.4) is given by 

<%(»?) = ;£/w   (N<2A) (5.i) 
n=0 

where the coefficients pnk can be written in the form [13, Eq. (3.9)] 

The coefficients a^ are those in the expansion of ^(rj) given by 

(5.2) 

M = 77 + X>n»?n       (M<2v/7r), (5.3) 
n=2 

and 7^ are the Stirling coefficients in (1.6). The finite radius of convergence of (5.1) 
and (5.3) results from the presence of branch points situated at rj = 2i/7rexp(±|7ri); 
see below. Substitution of (5.2) in (5.1) then enables us to express Ckiv) in terms of 
the partial sums 

k 00 

CkM^^M,        <£%) = £/&    (M<VT). (5-4) 
r=0 n=0 

It is possible to relate the rth partial sum, cj^ (77), to the coefficients ^(77) (j = 
0,1,...,fc — r) and thereby invert the finite sum in (5.4). This is carried out in 
Appendix A, where it is shown in particular that the partial sum c^. (rj), obtained by 
choosing r = 0 in (A.l), satisfies the relation 

4%) = 70 £(-) V*-^)        (k > 1) (5.5) 
3=0 

where 70 = 1. We now scale out the fast fc-dependence of ^(77), as in (2.19), by 
defining 

Ck(r,) = F§^T/fc(7?) (5-6) 

and similarly for cjj. ^(77) in terms of the scaled multiplier /£ ^(77). Then (5.5) takes the 
form 

Afo) = fi0\v) - f^^y^f-iifk-M (5-7) 

where K is defined in (1.5). The identity (5.7) will form the basis for the determination 
of the asymptotic behavior of /fc(77) as k —► 00. 

We first consider the function /£ ^(77), which by (5.4), (5.2), and (5.6), is given by 

fk {v) =   T(K)   ?an+2fc+2  r(l^+i)  rj '     (|771 < V7r)*       (   ) 
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The large k behavior of /^ (TJ) is derived in Appendix B, where it is shown that (see 
(B.2)-(B.4)) 

fi0)(0) = (-)k{sm(^K)-^cos(^K) + O(k-2)},    k^oo, (5.9) 

and when \r)\ is finite and bounded away from zero (but not limited to the disc l^] < 
200 (see (B.8)) 

/PM-I^" a^'^W (5.io) 
\D»(i?)+ £?(.?)    (l»<|arg(,)|<») 

where 

ftW - ^{ C1+a) sin(^fc) -si1-?) «-<r*)+0(fc"2)}' 
^W-e**-"^^)  "{l+Offc"1)}, 

and the upper and lower signs are chosen according as 77 lies in the second or third 
quadrants, respectively. 

If we now assume that fkiv) possesses a similar dependence on k to that in (5.10) 
(this can be verified a posteriori or by appeal to the results in §2), then because of 
the inverse factorial nature of the sum in (5.7) and the well-known behavior of the 
Stirling coefficients for k —> 00 [5, p. 159; 3], 

(^(-)(*+1)/2§S{1+0(Arl)}  {kodd) 
7H  1      m-n ' {5-n) 

K(-)fc/2 (kyr{1 + oik~1)} ikeyen) 

the terms in this sum for large k at first decrease rapidly in absolute value and then 
subsequently increase. As a consequence, it is found that for the algebraic component, 
the terms corresponding to j = k (when k is odd) and to j = 1, k — 1, and k (when 
k is even) contribute4 to the leading behavior of /^(r;), while for the exponentially 
large component, the sum (5.7) does not contribute to leading order. Thus, we find 
as k —► 00 

f (27r)fe+1 

Afa) = /£%)+< r(«) 
(27r)fc+1 

7*00(7?) (k   odd) 

27r/Yi 
bkcoiv) - lk-ici fa)}- -—r/k-i(»7)    (ft   even) r(«)   L"c~uv'/     'K—™     k- 

(5.12) 

Use of the coefficients 00(77) = 1/fJL — l/rj, 01(77) = I/773 -Qi(ii)/fx3 (see (1.5)) where 
Qi(ju) = 1 H- /i + M2/12, and (5.11) then produces the leading behavior of fkiv) for 

k —> 00 in the form 

r(_)(fc+i)/22/(^) (|argfa)|<i7r) 
/fcfa) ~ S (5.13) 

1 (-)(fe+1)/22/(Mfci) + J^fa)    (irr < | argfa)| < n) 

4The dominant terms in the sum (5.7) for even and odd k are 0(k   2) and 0(k   2), respectively. 
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when k is odd, and 

((-)k/HnQ1(u,)/(u,3ki) (laxgfo)! < fr) 
fkiv) ~ \ o (5.14) 

\(-)fe/247rQ1(/,)/(M
3fcl) + ^(^)    (£*< |arg(»7)| <*) 

when fc is even, valid when \rj\ is bounded away from zero. The behavior of fk(v) when 
77 = 0 can be found by substituting (5.9) into (5.12) to find, as k —► 00, 

f(-)(fc-i)/22/(3Jfci)    (fcodd) 
/fc(0)^(-)fcsin(^)+^ 3 (5.15) 

2 [(-)*/27r/(135ife*)      (jfceven) 

where we have employed the values co(0) = — | and Ci(0) = — ^Q. 

The leading forms (5.13)-(5.15) can be seen to agree with the results derived in §4 
from the more refined analysis of the scaled multiplier function based on an integral 
representation for 0^(77). Thus, when k —> 00, the approximations given by the first 
equations in (5.13) and (5.14) continue to describe the dominant behavior of fk(v) in 

Re(rj) < 0, except when 77 (= |77|e^) is situated in (or near) the two lobes of dominance 
L* given by |1 ±z7;2/(47r)| < 1, where the contributions E^(r}) become exponentially 
large. These lobes correspond to the portions of the lemniscates ^l2 = ±87rsin(20) 
lying in Re(77) < 0; see Figure 2 and §6 for a discussion of the choice of branch cuts 
in the rj plane. 

6. Numerical results and discussion 

In the following discussion of the coefficients in the expansion of <2(a, z) = r(a, z)/r(a), 
we take | arg(a)| < TT and restrict our attention to values of z in the sector | arg(2;)| < TT. 

Values of arg(z) outside this range are covered by the analytic continuation formula 
[8, p. 45] 

Q(a, ze27rTni) = e27rmia{Q(a, z) - 1} + 1    (m = 0, ±1, ±2,...). (6.1) 

It then follows that the parameter A = z/a satisfies | arg(A)| < 27r. 
The connection between the variables 77 and A (or /z) is specified by (1.2) and (1.3). 

Figure 3 depicts the A — 77 mapping, from the sheet —27r < arg(A) < 27r to the 77 plane, 
with various corresponding points labeled from A to F and D' to F'. There are branch 
points in this mapping at the points A = e±27r2, which correspond to 77 = 2y/7re±^7Tl 

(labeled G and G', respectively, in the figures). The curves DBGE and E'G'BD' in 
Figure 3(a), (b), which correspond to the rays | arg(77)| = \TT and §7r in the 77 plane, 
are given by 

ImA = ± {exp[2(Re A - 1)] - (Re A)2}^ . (6.2) 

When a > 0, these curves are the boundaries of the regions in which Q(a, z) is expo- 
nentially large or small; compare (1.1). 

The details of the correspondence between 77 and A are shown in Figure 4. This 
represents points in the 77 plane corresponding to given A = pe1^: the curves show 
the paths in the 77 plane for fixed p and 0. The figure for — 2TT < arg(A) < 27r is 
symmetrical with respect to the Re 77 axis. The branch cuts in the upper half-plane 
from the branch points 77 = 2y/7re±47rz are chosen to correspond to the curves with 
(/) = ±27r, respectively; cf. also Figure 2. 
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arg(A) = 0 
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FIGURE 3. The A - rj mapping: (a) the A plane (0 < arg(A) < 2n), 
(b) the A plane (—27r < arg(A) < 0), and (c) the rj plane. 
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FIGURE 4. The details of the A—rj mapping: the upper half rj plane for 
different p and (j) where A = pe1^. The dark curve <j) = 27r corresponds 
to the upper branch cut. 

The coefficients Ck(rj) for a given value of rj were computed numerically from (1.4) 
and (1.5) with fj, (= A — 1) determined from (1.2) (see [13]); the factor fk{v) '1S then 
obtained from (5.6). For small values of 77, it is found more convenient to determine 
Ck(r]) from the power series (5.1). In Figure 5, we present the behavior of fk(v) for 

real values of 77 (i.e.7 A > 0) for different values of k. The asymptotic values predicted 
by (5.13), (5.14) (or (4.3)) cannot be distinguished from the numerically computed 
values on this scale. It is seen that fk(v) decreases smoothly for 77 > 0, while for 77 < 0, 
there is an oscillatory zone in which /fc(77) "feels" the presence of the nearby lobes L^ 
before settling down to a constant limiting value as 77 —> —00. Noting that p, ~ ^rj2 

as 77 —» +00 and p ~ — 1 as 77 —► —00, we obtain for large k from (5.13) and (5.14), or 
from (3.13) and (4.2), the limits as 77 —► ±00 

f(-)(*+i)/24Jk-i r(-)(fc-1)/22fc-i     (fcodd) 
lim   rffkiv) = \ J      lim   fkiw) = \ ^+00l^l>       ^fc/^-l ^-ooJ^»       y^k/2+11^-%      (fceven) 

(6.3) 

This leading behavior corresponds to the result 0^(77) ~ 7A;/M as 77 —> ±00 given in [13, 
p. 762]. The oscillatory zone in Figure 5 can be accounted for by writing the leading 
asymptotic terms of /fc(77) in (5.13) and (5.14) (or (3.13) and (4.2)) in the form 

f(-)(fc+i)/22/(Mjbi) (fcodd) 
/fc(77)^2[M(77)]-«cos{(^-0M+ 3 (6.4) 

I (-)k'247rQi(p)/(p3k2)    (k even) 

for k -► 00 in 77 < 0 where M(rj) = {l + [772/(47r)]2}2 and 0 = arg{l + z772/(47r)}. 
Since, for 77 < 0, M(77) > 1 and 0 < (/> < §7r, it follows that as k increases, the 
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k = l5 

—2 fc=20 

(a) (b) 

fM 

it = 35 

1—3 
fc=40 

(c) (d) 

FIGURE 5. The behavior of fkiv) for real r? and different values of fc. 
The asymptotic and exact behaviors are indistinguishable on this 
scale. 

oscillatory zone and the wavelength of the oscillations will decrease. This tendency is 
clearly visible in Figure 5. 

In Table 1, we give the computed values of \fk(v)\ compared with the leading 
asymptotic behavior for different \rj\ and varying 8 = arg(r7) for 0 < 6 < TT. It is 
seen that as one enters the upper lobe L* (the behavior in the lower lobe L~ is given 
by the conjugate value), {fki^l increases dramatically; this behavior is illustrated in 
Figure 6. 

One consequence of this rapid growth of Ifki^l in the lobes (or in the corresponding 
domains in the A plane) is that the behavior of the high-order terms in the expansion 
(1.1) will no longer be controlled by the simple "factorial divided by a power" depen- 
dence when a and z are such that rj lies in either L^. This change in the growth of 
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T? = 0.5 exp(i0) ?? = 1.0 exp(^) 
0/7r Afo) Asymptotic \fk{n)\ Asymptotic 

0 0.43379 ( 0) 0.43542 ( 0) 0.29519 ( 0) 0.29658 (  0) 
0.20 0.47734 ( 0) 0.47901 ( 0) 0.34690 ( 0) 0.34829 ( 0) 
0.40 0.62063 ( 0) 0.62245 ( 0) 0.62519 ( 0) 0.62664 (  0) 
0.60 0.80016 ( 0) 0.80215 ( 0) 0.19236 (  1) 0.19257 (  1) 
0.70 0.78798 ( 0) 0.78990 ( 0) 0.28770 (  1) 0.28789 (  1) 
0.75 0.72945 ( 0) 0.73126 ( 0) 0.30039 (  1) 0.30051 (  1) 
0.80 0.63457 ( 0) 0.63623 ( 0) 0.27851 (  1) 0.27852 (  1) 
1.00 0.12974 ( 0) 0.13207 ( 0) 0.14791 (  1) 0.14764 (  1) 

77 = 2.0 exp(i0) 77 = 3.0 exp(i0) 
e/K /*fa)l Asymptotic fM Asymptotic 

0 0.14078 ( 0) 0.14184 ( 0) 0.78555 (-1) 0.79413 (-1) 
0.20 0.16013 ( 0) 0.16109 ( 0) 0.85673 (-1) 0.86413 (-1) 
0.40 0.23373 ( 0) 0.23399 ( 0) 0.10446 ( 0) 0.10480 ( 0) 
0.60 0.11876 ( 2) 0.11873 ( 2) 0.21941 (  2) 0.21940 (  2) 
0.70 0.22964 ( 3) 0.22965 ( 3) 0.23482 (  7) 0.23482 (  7) 
0.75 0.37930 ( 3) 0.37930 ( 3) 0.30078 ( 9) 0.30078 (  9) 
0.80 0.23006 ( 3) 0.23006 ( 3) 0.23482 (  7) 0.23482 (  7) 
1.00 0.16796 ( 0) 0.17147 ( 0) 0.56611 ( 0) 0.56276 ( 0) 

77 = 4.0 exp(£0) 77 = 6.0 exp(i0) 
fl/vr /*(*/)! Asymptotic fM Asymptotic 

0 0.49522 (-1) 0.50239 (-1) 0.24616 (-1) 0.25200 (-1) 
0.20 0.53017 (-1) 0.53622 (-1) 0.25862 (-1) 0.26339 (-1) 
0.40 0.64529 (-1) 0.64770 (-1) 0.29913 (-1) 0.30062 (-1) 
0.60 0.33765 ( 0) 0.33850 ( 0) 0.37618 (-1) 0.37138 (-1) 
0.70 0.26849 (  6) 0.26849 ( 6) 0.40358 (-1) 0.39425 (-1) 
0.75 0.54147 ( 9) 0.54147 ( 9) 0.39324 (-1) 0.38274 (-1) 
0.80 0.26849 ( 6) 0.26849 ( 6) 0.36286 (-1) 0.35295 (-1) 
1.00* 0.52110 ( 0) 0.51794 ( 0) 0.52032 ( 0) 0.51707 ( 0) 

TABLE 1. The numerical values of \fk{v)\ (the numbers in brackets 
denote a multiplicative power of 10) compared with the leading as- 
ymptotic approximation when k = 15 for varying 6 = arg(77) and 
different |r7|. The asterisk signifies the value of 77 below the branch 
cut. 

the coefficients C^T?) clearly has implications for optimal truncation, and hence the 
accuracy directly attainable from (1.1) as the phases of a and z vary at, for example, 
fixed |a| and \z\. We also remark that essentially the same coefficients appear in an 
asymptotic expansion for the generalized exponential integral (or, equivalently, the in- 
complete gamma function with negative values of the parameter). Hence, the behavior 
of the coefficients, demonstrated in the present study, also has implications in explicit 
error bounds in an expansion, up to n terms, recently obtained by Dunster [7]: these 
error bounds explicitly involve the nth coefficient of the expansion (see [7, Eq. (3.67) 
and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2]). 
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FIGURE 6. The behavior of \fk(rj)\ as a function of 0 = arg(77) with 
fixed \rj\ when k = 15. 

At the transition point of r(a, z), which corresponds to z = a (i.e., at /JL = 0, rj = 0), 
we have, from (2.11) and (3.12), uf=0 and *4^(0) = 0, so that the coefficients a± (0) 
in (3.15) consist of a sum involving the coefficients fj (0), j = 0,1,..., m. Prom (3.14), 
we accordingly obtain the result 

/fe(0)~(-)fcsin(l™) + -]r 
m=0 

dm(k),    k —> oo, (6.5) 

where 

3=0 

Evaluation of the first two coefficients dm{k) leads to the approximation 

2 
/fc(0)~(-)fcsin(i™) + zvK\1+i)Mh*k)+Tijcosa7Tk)> 

which agrees with the (less precise) result in (5.15). It is worth pointing out that 
the leading term of the above approximation is also in agreement with that given by 
Dingle [5, p. 162], who obtained an expansion of the large-order coefficients in the 
incomplete gamma function5 [a, z]\ at the point z = a. 

Finally, we wish to remark that the expansion of the high-order coefficients Ck(r)) 
(k > 1) in (3.13)-(3.15) involves terms which depend on the low-order coefficients 
00(77), 01(77),... . This is an example of the resurgence-like property exhibited by 
coefficients in an asymptotic expansion. 

5The incomplete gamma function in [5] is denoted by [a, z]\ where [a, z]\ = r(a+1, z) = ar(a, z) + 
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Appendix A. An expression for the partial sums <4,  (77) 

In this appendix, we establish the relation between the partial sums c£' (77) defined in 
(5.4) and the coefficients 9(77) (j = 0,1,..., k — r) given by 

4r)W=7r{X;HiTric*-r-i(^) + **r}    (r < k) (A.1) 

where 5kr denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. 
Prom (5.3), the series expansion of /x - 77 is 

00 

^-77 = ^an77n        (M < 2^). 
71=2 

Repeated application of the differential operator rq~1d/drq yields, for m = 1,2,..., 

/I   d \ rn 00 

[--T-)    {»-r,) = 2m     Y.     <*n+2,n(in + lW 
^ '    ^ n=-2m+2 

00 

= 2mY,<Xn+2m{\n + \)mrin + Rm (A.2) 
n=0 

where 

i2m = 2m    Yl    an+2m(in + l)m77n        (m > 2), 
7i=-2m+3 

{o)m = r(a + m)/r(a), and the prime denotes summation over odd values of n. 
Replacement of the summation index nby —2r — 1 then shows that 

m—2 m—2 

*» = 2m E ^JT^ih-JU = H"1-1 E ^^S-Mr       (rn > 2)    (A.3) 
3=0        ' j=0 ' 

where we have used the result relating the odd-order coefficients a^fc+i to the Stirling 
coefficients given by [13] 

„ (-)fe7fcr(i) 
a2fc+1" 2*+ir(ib + §)' 

Prom the definition of Ck{ri) in (1.4) and, from (1.2), the fact that dn/dt] = 77(1 + 
//)///, we obtain successively 

^0*-»7) = l + Co(»7), (A.4) 
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and the general form, for m > 2, 

m—1 / 1      /I   \Tn 771—1 

(~J     (A* - n) = E (-y'TiCm-j-lW + Rm (A.5) 

where we recall from §1 that 70 = 1. The result (A.5) can be established by induction 
on m as follows. Using (1.4), we have 

\r)dr)J j^ n r)dr) 

-B-^fr^-a^J+t-r^+is;*. 
J=0 

^(-^Cm-iW + i2m+l, (A.6) 

since the finite sum i^ in (A.3) satisfies the recursion 

i?m+1 = (_r^ + I^jRrn        (m>2) 
77       rj ar] 

and6 

£(-)'7;7m-; = 0. (A.7) 

Hence, (A.5) holds for m > 2 by induction. 

Comparison of (A.2) with (A.5) together with use of (A.4) when m = 1 then shows 
that 

00 m—1 

2ro E <Xn+2m(ln + l)ro7?n = ^ R^Cm-J-lfo) + <5ml (m > 1), (A.8) 

whence, from the definition of the partial sums c£'(rj) in (5.4) and identification 
of m with k — r + 1, the result (A.l) follows. We remark that although (A.l) has 
been established in |ry| < 2^, this restriction can be removed by appeal to analytic 
continuation. 

Appendix B. The large k behavior of fj^(rj) 

We determine the behavior as k —> oo of /£ ' (77) defined in (5.8) by 

/f>M = ^ga,«*«2|±^V     M<W        (B.i) 

6This follows from the asymptotic expansions of r(^) and 1/T(z) which involve the sums 
S(—Yljz~j anci ST?*--7* respectively. The result (A.7) is the statement that the coefficients 
in the product of these expansions must vanish for j > 1. For odd m, we note that this result is a 
simple identity. 
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where the coefficients oik are defined by (5.3). Prom the expansion [4] 

(-)"»   T{\m-\) 
OLm — (2^)™r(jm + i){-si°{(!!1ri)'r} 

^-{(^)'}+0'™-2)} 
for m —> oo, we can approximate the coefiicients an+2fc+2 in (B.l) uniformly in n as 
fc —► oo. We therefore find, with ^n = ^7r(|n -f «), 

fc   o0 

/i0,w = ^E(- 
» \"r(iB + «) 

rw^V V»; r(Jn + i) 

{^-)-6(i„;fc + 1)^-)^(^)} 
TT 

= ^fc-^Bfc + 0(A;-
2) 

where 

(\z\ < 1). 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

X = 77/(2^71"), and we have defined the function Fk(z) by 

Fk{z) - mh{-z) nh^D 
In Appendix C, it is shown that Fk(z) can be expressed in terms of a hypergeometric 

function by 

kl        ■ 2*1(1,/s^ + l;!-*2)    (|arg(z)|<i7r) 
Fk(z) - < y/irT(K+l)-  "'- -...-., _ (B^ 

2(1 - z2)-« - Ffc(-z) (|7r < I arg(z)| < TT) 

This result supplies the analytic continuation of the sum on the right-hand side of 
(B.5), thereby enabling the computation of Fk(z) in \z\ > 1. A uniform asymptotic 
approximation to Fk(z) for k —> 00 valid in | arg(z)| < ^TT (and unrestricted finite \z\) 
is given in terms of a complementary error function in (C.7). When \z\ is bounded 
away from zero, this leads to the behavior given by (see (C.8) and (C.9)) 

/^{i+i(i-?H*-2>} 

(B.7) 

as k —> 00. It thus is seen that, in the adjacent sectors ^TT < | arg(^)| < TT, the behavior 
of Fk(z) contains the term 2(1 — 22)~/c. As k -^ 00, this latter term will dominate the 
behavior of Fk(z) when z(= reie) lies in the domain bounded by |1 — z2\ = 1; that 
is, in the domain bounded by the left-hand half of the lemniscate r2 = 2 cos(20), with 
the plane cut along the negative z axis between —1 and —00. 

Fk(z) = { 

(|arg(z)|<i7r) 
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Substitution of (B.7) into (B.3) and (B.4) then shows that when |r;| is bounded 
away from zero (but otherwise unrestricted), 

\DkW+E+(v) + E;(n)   (i»<|arg(,)|<»), 

as k —> oo, where 

^ = ^r {C1+4) sin(^fc)" £ C1" ^) cos(^fc)+0(fc"2)}' (B-9) 

E±(r,) = e^i™ (l ±t-^)     {1 + O^"1)}. (B.10) 

Appendix C. The function Fk(z) 

The function Fk(z) is defined by 

in the unit disc \z\ < 1. By separating the right-hand side of (C.l) into sums over 
even and odd values of n, we can express Fk(z) in terms of the Gauss hypergeometric 
function as 

Fk(z) = (1 - *2)-" - ^H^iMl, k + 1; 1; z2) (C.2) 

= /rf-un^d'«;«+1; i - ^)     (I argWI ^ ?«•        (c-3) 

upon making use of [12, p. 34, Eq. (1.8.10)]. 
Prom (C.2), we then obtain 

Fk(z) = 2(l-z2)-«-Fk(-z), (C.4) 

which enables the computation of Fk(z) in the sectors ^TT < | arg(z)| < TT. The result 
(C.3) combined with (C.4) indicates that Fk(z) has a branch point at z = -1 and 
supplies its analytic continuation into the domain \z\ > 1. 

An asymptotic approximation for Fk(z) as k —> oo can be obtained by using the 
Euler integral representation for the hypergeometric function in (C.3) [1, p. 558] to 
find, when7 | arg(^)| < ^TT, 

Ffe(2) = TT73 /V*[l-(l-*2)r^ (C.5) 
i i POO 

= TTTl^1 - z2)"§ /    e~KUh - ^U - l^hdu 

7The z2 plane is cut along the negative real axis in (C.5). As the first parameter in the hyperge- 
ometric function in (C.3) equals |, the region of validity of the integral can be continued onto the 
cut [8, p. 161], with the result that (C.5) holds for |arg(;z)| < ^TT. 
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where K = k + ^ and x = 22/(l — z2)- For large A:, the dominant contribution to this 
integral arises from the neighborhood of u = 0. Expanding the slowly varying factor 
[x ~ (e~u "" 1)]~5 for small t^, we therefore have 

aw-viS55<1-«'>-'r,""6[+")"'{1 + JE^5 + -}* 
-7Si55(1-*,)",{a, + ? + -}>    fc-,00• (a6) 

where use has been made of the integral 

poo 

/    e-KU(x + u)-^ = /^-V*r(l-p,Kx), 

together with recursive properties of the incomplete gamma function, to show that 

Co = eK*r(A,Kx), 

Ci = ^e^FCi, «X)(1 - 4«x - 4K
2
X

2
) + («x)*(l + 2«X). 

We note that Ci ^ 2(«x) 2 for large k when |x| 7^ 0, so that the order of the second 
term in braces in (C.6) changes smoothly from 0(/c~1) when x = 0 to 0(ft~2) when 
|x| is bounded away from zero. 

Since r(^,z2) = v/7rerfc(^), the approximate form of Fk(z) as k —► 00, uniformly 
valid in 2 for | arg(^)| < ^TT, is therefore 

^^ ~ TKFW 
(1" ^)"3eKXerfc(v^x)'     fe - «>• (c-7) 

For |2;| bounded away from zero, we then obtain from the asymptotic expansion of 
the complementary error function8 and the fact that Ci = 0(«_2) 

= ^{1 + s(3-3)+0(*-2»}'     *-«■        <c-8> 
when |^| > 0 and |arg(z)| < ^TT, where in (C.8) we have employed the expansion of 
the ratio of gamma functions [1, p. 257]. 

The behavior of Fk(z) in the sectors ^n < | arg(^)| < TT for \z\ bounded away from 
zero can be obtained from (C.4) and (C.8) as 

ft(,) = 2(l-^)- + -l={l + i(i-i)+0(^)},       k^co.    (C.9) 

8It is routine to verify, by consideration of the mapping x = z2/0- — 22), that | arg(xly'2)| < 7r/2 
when I arg(z)| < 7r/2. We omit these details. 
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